The CEBA Deal Tracker FAQ

Q: What makes CEBA’s Deal Tracker unique?
A: The CEBA Deal Tracker is set apart from the rest by tracking announcements. It is unlikely that a deal will be announced and not go live, thus ensuring the CEBA Deal Tracker is accurately representing what is or will be on the grid.

Q: Does CEBA keep data included in the Deal Tracker confidential?
A: Yes. CEBA will never share specific member data that is not already in the public domain. CEBA does not distribute underlying data or analysis methods used to inform the Deal Tracker to ensure confidentiality and equitable services to members.

Q: Why don’t you track on-site deals?
A: To-date, CEBA has primarily tracked off-site deals. Off-site deals are typically announced publicly, making it easy for CEBA to track and share. On-site deals are usually not announced publicly and are more focused on meeting distributed generation needs (smaller in scale), so it is difficult for comprehensive tracking. On-site deals can be, and are, impactful but other groups are better positioned to track on-site deals. On-site deals 20 MW or greater in size fall into the category of utility-scale projects that are tracked by CEBA, and are included in CEBA’s tracking.

Q: How frequently do you update the Deal Tracker?
A: The Deal Tracker is updated quarterly. The most up-to-date version can be seen here.

Q: What can I do if I don’t see my company’s deal on the Deal Tracker?
A: Congratulations on your new deal, we are sorry it was missed! Please send an email to communications@cebuyers.org with a link to a public announcement for your new deal and any additional details you would like to include.
Q: Can I use and share CEBA’s Deal Tracker?

A: Yes, please attribute the Deal Tracker image with the following: “Credit: Clean Energy Buyers Association (CEBA)” and direct audiences back to the CEBA website. Please do not change or manipulate the Deal Tracker. The Deal Tracker is subject to copyright.

If you have additional questions, please email communications@cebuyers.org

www.cebuyers.org/deal-tracker